The structure and stability of ca. 100 nonplanar constitutional isomers of the coronene molecule of general formula C 24 H 12 have been estimated by semiempirical and by ab initio calculations. The isomers studied are unbranched cyclic catacondensed structures and fall into two classes, viz., the belt (B) and the Moebius (M) type. The calculations have shown some of the M-isomers to be more stable than the corresponding B-isomers and thus to form a platform for the future synthesis of or search for such isomers in Nature.
INTRODUCTION
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are formed during pyrolysis or incomplete combustion of various kinds of organic materials. High-temperature carbonization coal tar is believed to contain some 10 000 compounds including the majority of PAHs. 1 The amount of coronene in coal tar is small, but a mineral called pendletonite (found in California) is 99% pure coronene. 2 The discovery of fullerenes 3 was a milestone not only in the understanding of possible new allotropic forms of polycarbon systems 4, 5 but also a turning-point in the perception of nonplanar PAHs: the nonplanar PAHs comprise evident building motives of nanotubes. 6 The planar C 6h symmetry coronene molecule can be seen as the limit case of the belt C 24 H 12 molecule. The other, still unsynthesized and unknown, limit case would be determined by the nonplanar molecule of the C 6h symmetry with six condensed aromatic rings. There has been, however, a considerable progress toward the synthesis of a larger system of C 12h symmetry, viz., the [12] beltene with 12 condensed aromatic rings, involving synthesis of its dodecahydro derivative. [7] [8] [9] [10] To our knowledge, none of the considered Moebius and belt molecules (except for coronene) is so far known.
COMPUTATIONS
Preliminary molecular modeling, i.e., structure building and AM1 optimization, was performed by using the Spartan 5 package of programs with a graphical interface. 17 The ab initio calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 98 18 system of programs. Both programs were executed on SGI computers. Full optimization was done at the HF/6-31G** level. For the lowest energy structures, theoretical 13 C NMR chemical shifts were calculated using the CHF-GIAO approach 19 based on the HF/DZP-HB single-point calculations for the HF/6-31G** optimized structures of the molecules. The DZP-HB denotes the double-DZP-CGTO basis of Hansen and Bouman 20 composed of (31/7) AO contracted to [2s1p] for hydrogen and of (721/221/1) AO contracted to [3s3p1d] for carbon atom. The double-basis set 21 used here has already been shown to be efficient for chemical-shift calculations. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Chemical shifts (δ i ) were calculated by subtracting the appropriate isotropic part of the shielding tensor σ i from that of TMS σ TMS :δ i ) σ TMS -σ i . The σ TMS values for 13 C and 1 H were calculated also at the HF/6-31G**//DZP-HB level and are equal to 199.5420 and 32.2501 ppm, respectively. Sometimes in course of the AM1 optimization several conformers of one isomers were obtained. In these cases the minimum energy structure was taken for further ab initio calculations. Moreover, sometimes the ab initio symmetry was lower than MM or AM1 symmetry which suggests that a potential barrier between more than one lower symmetry minimum exists. This problem was not further explored.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structures. 3.1.1. Number and Code of Coronene
Isomers. The unbranched cyclic catacondensed constitutional coronene isomers of the belt type (B) can be derived from the unbranched catacondensed hexacene isomers, of the general formula C 26 H 16 , by assuming the pairs of HC-CH moieties, from the first and sixth six-membered rings, to be deprotonated and fused together into a pair of carbon atoms >C-C< binding these rings. In this way a compound of the general formula C 24 H 12 can be formed (Figure 1 ).
An extensive way to find all constitutional B-isomers of coronene is the following: For each out of the 25 unbranched catacondensed hexacene isomers nine different glueing types can be formed (Figure 1 ). There are three different CH-CH bonds in the first and in the last cycle of the catacondensed structure. By glueing them together, nine structures are formed, usually not all of them different. Successive consideration of all of them, and elimination of those that have been previously considered, allows one to discover all the 52 different coronene belt isomers.
Another way to reckon the number of B coronene isomers can be based on the code of the belt structure. Let us note that each B-isomer is formed by six six-membered rings. Each B-isomer has two boundaries formed by two sequences of six of the following moieties: (CH) 2 , (CH) 1 , or (CH) 0 (single bond). Each of the (CH) k moieties in the B-isomer can be represented by the number k ) 2, 1, or 0, respectively, and for each B-isomer two six-tuples can be written as (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ,...,a 6 ) and (a j 1 , a j 2 a j 3 ,..., a j 6 ), where a i ) k when the ith ring yields the (CH) k moiety to the boundary, k ) 0, 1, 2. a j i ) 2, 1, or 0 when the entry in the first tuple is a i ) 0, 1, or 2, respectively.
Let us now introduce an equivalence relation between the tuples: Two six-tuples are said to be equivalent if and only if they describe the same B-isomer. Indeed, this is the equivalence relation because it is reflexiVe (each six-tuple is in relation with itself, because it describes the same structure), symmetric (if a six-tuple A is in relation with a six-tuple B, because they describe the same structure, then B is in relation with A), and transitiVe (if a six-tuple A is in relation with a six-tuple B, and B is in relation with a sixtuple C, then A is in relation with C). First, note that both six-tuples that describe two boundaries of the same structure are usually different and yet they describe the same structure and therefore they are equivalent. Next, the first ring is taken as an arbitrary ring, and therefore each cyclic permutation of the six-tuple, clockwise and counterclockwise, describes the same boundary and the appropriate six-tuples are equivalent. Finally, the number of abstract classes of the equivalence relation among the six-tuples is deduced to be 52. The codes of the belt structures are the first six digits of the 12-tuples given in Table 1 . The belt structure can be chiral: e.g., the B-structure (111102) and its mirror image is not superimposable; however, this fact does not produce any splitting in the B-isomer energies. Chirality can be detected for all the B-structures that belong to the S n group of symmetry, in other words for 24 B-isomers that do not belong to the D 6h , C 3V , C 2V , C 2h , and C σ group of symmetry.
Thus including chirality, the number of different B-isomers is 2‚24 + 28 ) 76.
The Moebius constitutional coronene isomers are all chiral: they can be half-twisted "to the left" or "to the right", and none of them has symmetry higher than C 2 . Here, we ignore the chirality of the M-isomer structures and represent the pair of the optical isomers by one representive, only. To count the number of different M coronene isomers let us first see that a half-twisted Moebius coronene isomer has one boundary only. Therefore, the code analogous to that constructed for the B-isomers contains 12 entries. However, the M-isomers code has a specific composition connected with the M-isomer building motif, the six-membered ring, and therefore it can be written in the following form where the symbols have the same meaning as those for B-isomer codes.
An analogous equivalence relation between 12-tuples can be introduced for the M coronene isomers: Two 12-tuples are said to be equivalent if and only if they describe the same M-isomer. As before, this is equivalence relation: reflexiVe, symmetric, and transitiVe. It can undergo both clockwise and counterclockwise cyclic permutation of the whole 12-tuple; for example, the following 12-tuples are equivalent: (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ,...,a 6 , a j 1 , a j 2 , a j 3 ,..., a j 6 )/(a j 5 , a j 6 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ,...,a 6 , a j 1 , a j 2 , a j 3 ,..., a j 4 ). The number of M-isomers is the number of the abstract classes of the equivalence relation between the 12-tuples, and it is found to be equal to 45. To find this number, let us (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ,...,a 6 , a j 1 , a j 2 , a j 3 ,..., a j 6 ) Table 1 . AM1 Heats of Formation Differences (∆Hf) and SCF Total Energy Differences (∆E) for Belt (B) and Moebius (M) Coronene Isomers a first see that an M-isomer can be developed from a B-isomer by breaking the bonds between two six-membered rings and rebinding them "upside down". Second, there are six ways to break the B-isomer without changing the six-tuple code: one can break and rebind the bond "upside down" between the first and the second ring, second and third, ..., sixth and first. (If the B-isomer is broken with a change in the code, the situation falls into the other, code preserving, cleavage.) Now, the codes (Table 1) fall into separate classes determined by the number of identical digits in the code and subclasses with respect to the neighboring of digits. The equivalence relation can occur solely between the codes from the same class and subclass. This remark allows for the reduction of the number of codes to be considered when searching for equivalent structures. For example, the codes (111100 111122), (111102 111120), (111010 111212), (111012 111210), (110110 112112), and (110112 112110) form a sixelement class. Moreover, a cyclic permutation of digits in the last two 12-tuples shows that they are equivalent even though, for the B-isomers, they describe two different structures. Analogously, the codes containing six digits one form a nine-tuple class. The latter fall into three subclasses: in the first (three-element), three digits one are neighboring, in the second (four-element), two digits one are neighboring, and the third digit one is separated by one or two other digits and, in the third subclass (two-element), digits one are no neighbors whatsoever. The third subclass is interesting: two codes that described B-isomers, (101012 121210) and (101010 121212), are equivalent by 12-tuples cyclic permutation. However, by "breaking and rebinding" the corresponding B-isomers, a new element can be found: (101210 121012). It represents the same B-isomer as does the code (101012 121210): cyclic permutation of the first six digits in the last code and subsequent permutation of the second six digits gives the code identified above, and yet, as 12-tuples, they are not equivalent. Thus, the equivalence relation between the 12-tuples belonging to one subclass can occur even if there is no equivalence between the component sixtuples determining the related B-isomer. On the other hand, considering the isomers that can be formed from the B-isomer by "breaking and rebinding", a new 12-tuple can be found despite the nonequivalence between 6-tuples. The latter situation can be demonstrated as follows: Let us consider the code of the B-structure 32: (100120 122102) and let us perform "breaking and rebinding" of the structure. This corresponds to successive permutation of the first and second six-tuples of the B-code:
Finally, considering all the possibilities, one can conclude that the number of the abstract classes of the equivalence relation between the 12-tuples is 45 (if chirality is ignored but including chirality the number is 90). The codes of the M-structures are given in Table 1 .
According to a suggestion of the Reviewer of this article, the notation of the chiral M-isomers can be completed by adding to the code the subscript x which is + or -when the M-isomer is twisted to the right or to the left, respectively. Moreover, when a multiple twist is considered, always to the same side, then multiple subscripts can be added, for example (111102 111120) +++ or (111102 111120) ---.
The analogous notation of the chiral B-isomers also may be completed by adding the subscript x to the code which is + or -when the B-isomer is chiral and which is 0 when the structure is not chiral, for example (111102) -or a ∆E ) Ei-E(coronene), Hf or E (coronene) ) 96.23 kcal/mol, or -904.822707 and -915.974077 hartree, with the AM1 method or STO-3G and 6-31G** basis set, respectively. 1 hartree ) 627.5095 kcal/mol, nc stands for not converged. The accuracy 0.001 kcal/mol is modest, and for the total energy can be recalculated to within six decimal digits.
(100120 122102) structure 32 (001201 221021) structure 32 (optical isomer) (012010 210212) structure 30 (120100 102122) structure 29′ (201001 021221) structure 29′ (010012 212210) structure 33 (optical isomer) (111102) + and (111110) 0 . However, the desired notation of the chiral isomers should refer not only to the twist but also to the Cahn, Ingold, Prelog rules, generalized for the B-and M-isomers studied here. Despite that, introduction of such generalized rules requires a deeper discussion of the relations between twist and R or S configuration in M-isomers and proper distinguishing of R and S configuration in B-isomers, the tasks which are much beyond of the frames of this paper.
Chemical Names Proposed.
The B-isomers of coronene molecule, C 24 H 12 , can be named after the unbranched catacondensed isomers of hexacene molecule of the general formula C 26 H 16 , where two HC-CH moieties from the first and the sixth six-membered rings were deprotonated and glued together (cf. last section). The glued carbon atoms are in this paper symbolically bound by two arcs (Figure 1, Table 1 ). This graphical representation is not unique, and different representations correspond to different cyclic permutations of six-tuple coding the same structure ( Figure 2 ). For each catacondensed hexacene isomer the glued bonds can form nine pairs and the same B-isomer can be named after many different "parent" hexacene isomer structures. Therefore, to avoid ambiguous names, it is necessary to order the catacondensed hexacene isomers. Once the ordering is introduced, isomers can be discerned, which is smaller (simpler) and which is larger (more complex). The name should be derived from as simple a hexacene isomer as possible. The systematic names of all catacondensed hexacene isomers are not widely known, and therefore, they are included in Table 2 . In the Appendix section one can find a definition of the ordering relation among the codes of hexacene isomers. Now, the six-and the 12-tuples can be ordered by applying the rules for ordering hexacene isomers (Appendix). Assume that the first four digits in a six-tuple originate from an appropriate hexacene isomer and the fifth and the sixth describe the bounding between the sixth rings, respectively. Thus, the three digits at the last two entries in the code produce nine possible situations.
Let us now agree that the B-or M-isomer name will be written in the following form: Belt-[pq]-(hexacene isomer name) or Moeb-[pq]-(hexacene isomer name), respectively, where p and q stand for 1, 0, and 2.
According to the above assumptions and agreements, the B-isomers with the codes (111111), (111110), (111100), and (111102) (Table 1) ; however, according to the given rules some 12-tuples have to be written in the form different than the parent B-isomer and, in consequence, some M-isomers have the name derived from a different hexacene isomer (see e.g., structures 45, 46, and 47).
Finally, let us mention that we considered an alternative proposal to symbolize the way of glueing the hexacene isomer by using the letter labels of the hexacene isomer bonds. In such a notation the codes (111111), (111110) However, the letters changes from one structure to another much more than does the number of CH bond in the structure. This is the way to propose to derive the name with the last two digits of the code rather than the letter labels of the hexacene isomer bonds.
Energetics. 3.2.1. Energy Difference: Belt and Moebius
Versus Coronene Structure. So far, the coronene molecule (52) is the only molecule known to exist from among all the structures described. Therefore, the belt and the Moebius isomer energy is referred to the energy of the coronene molecule (Table 1 ). The energy difference is quite large: its minimum value (at the HF/6-31G** level, Table  1 ) is for the belt isomers equal to ca. 160 kcal/mol (44) and, for Moebius isomers, equal to ca. 231 kcal/mol (52). There are only a few other belt isomers (15, 17, 23, 26, 28, 33, 40 , 42, 51) and still fewer Moebius structures (23, 28, 43, 44, 46) whose energy difference does not exceed 275 kcal/mol. However, it should be borne in mind that there are various reaction paths and that high energy alone cannot exclude the possibility of the existence of a high-energy structure. Notice that the AM1 method suggests the B-and M-isomers stabilities higher than does the HF/6-31G** method, and the latter predicts higher stabilities are than those from the HF/ STO-3G method.
The above-mentioned six low-energy M-isomers are more stable than the 42 B-isomers of stabilization energies higher than 275 kcal/mol and, therefore, should be easier to obtain than those B-isomers. Moreover, there are four M-isomers (23, 41, 43, 46 ) that have smaller energies than the B-isomers with the analogous codes. In these particular cases, the M-isomers should be formed more easily than the B-isomers.
Finally, all the 52 B-isomers converged to their minimum energy structures, while several M-isomers converged to the structures with formation of three-, four-, or five-membered rings with additional C-C bonds or spiro carbon atoms, and therefore their energies are not listed in Table 1 .
3.3. Qualitative NMR Spectra. 3.3.1. Symmetry. Many of the structures studied can have symmetry elements. In fact, during the course of optimization, those symmetry elements are often lost, and the optimized form exhibits a lower symmetry than the preoptimized MM-structure. Nevertheless, the point group of symmetry to which a structure may belong is listed in Table 1 in the column with AM1 heat of formation.
QualitatiVe NMR Spectra.
Two D 6h symmetry structures, coronene (52) and Belt- [11] -hexacene (1) molecules, exhibit the simplest theoretical 1 H NMR and 13 C NMR spectra. The coronene 13 C NMR spectrum 27 consists of three signals corresponding to the central ring six quaternary carbon atoms at 122.67 ppm, the six quaternary carbon atoms at 128.81 ppm, and the 12 C(H) atoms at the 126.20 ppm (measurements in CDCl 3 ). The calculations predict the signals to be placed at 132.70, 137.56, and 134.70 ppm, respectively. Thus the 13 C NMR signals are calculated to be placed at 10 ppm lower field than experimental data. Such a discrepancy is acceptable if the qualitative conclusions are to be drawn only. The coronene 1 H NMR spectrum 27 consists of one signal placed at 8.92 ppm (CDCl 3 ) and it is predicted to be located at 9.34 ppm. Note, that the surrounding was not simulated in the calculations, and therefore the 0.4 ppm of difference between theoretical and experimental data is plausible. The predicted 13 C NMR spectrum of Belt- [11] -hexacene consists of two signals placed at 170.13 and 154.67 ppm, which correspond to quaternary carbon and C(H) carbon atoms, respectively. The only one 1 H NMR signal of the Belt- [11] -hexacene spectrum is placed at 3.41 ppm, in a region rather not typical to unsaturated hydrocarbons, the position which suggests the aromatic structure to be very strained.
The Belt-[00]-phenanthro [4,3-a] anthracene (100000 122222) (44) is the second most stable B-structure which exhibits the C σ symmetry. Therefore, the number of NMR signals is reduced twice where atoms are placed outside the symmetry plane. The predicted positions of the 13 
CONCLUSIONS
The planar C 6h symmetry coronene molecule is predicted to produce ca. 100 nonplanar topological isomers of the belt and Moebius type. Those, yet undiscovered, molecules have been enumerated, based on the molecular code, viz., sixtuple for the belt and 12-tuple for the Moebius type of compounds. If chirality of the Moebius isomers is ignored, the number of possible belt and Moebius structures is just the number of the different (suitable) equivalence classes of 6-tuples and 12-tuples, and these numbers are found to be 52 and 45, respectively. The smaller number of the 12-than that of the 6-tuples originates from the code composition and relation between the digits in the code. Based on the codes and systematic names of the catacondensed hexacene isomers, proposed names for coronene isomers were developed. The ab initio HF/6-31G** calculations showed all the belt coronene isomers to be stable; however, ca. 15 Moebius coronene isomers converged to the structures with altered atom connectivity. For the most stable belt and Moebius structures, the 13 C and 1 H spectra were predicted to facilitate their future identification.
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APPENDIX
To order the hexacene catacondensed isomers, let us introduce a code analogous to those introduced before. The first and the last six-membered rings are those involving the (CH) 4 moieties. Then, the first and the last rings do not differentiate catacondensed hexacene isomers and the four digit code, corresponding to the second, third, fourth, and fifth six-membered ring, can identify uniquely the catacondensed hexacene isomers, provided the equivalence between four-tuples includes the fact that the rings can be labeled in the opposite direction and that each four-tuple (a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ) and (a j 2 , a j 3 , a j 4 , a j 5 ) is equivalent (where a i and a j i have the same meaning as before). Now, we can introduce the ordering relation between the four-tuples:
1. Selection of a representiVe code for a structure. 1.1. Among the equivalent codes representing a given structure we choose the code with the minimum sum of entries ∑a i .
1.2. If there is more than one such code, we write them so that digit 1 is located at the entry with minimum position and digit 2 is not placed before it.
1.3. If there is no digit 1 in the code, we write the code so that the sequence of digits 0 at first entries is the longest.
1.4. Then we chose that code which, when read from left to right, forms the minimum decimal number.
2. Ordering the codes 2.1. The code with the greater number of digits 1 precedes the code with the smaller number of digits 1.
2.2. When the number of digits 1 is the same the code with the longer series of neighboring digits 1 precedes the other.
2.3. When the number of digits 1 and the series of neighboring digits 1 are the same, then the code which forms the greater decimal number precedes the other.
Examples: Ad. 1.1. From among codes representing the same structure (1200) and (1022) the former is chosen because the sum of the entries is smaller.
Ad. 1.2. The codes (0120) and (0210) represent the same structure; however, the former has digit 1 at the entry with the lower label.
Ad. 1.3. From among two codes (0020) and (0200) we chose the first one, for which the sequence of digit 0 at the entries with small labels is greater.
Ad. 1.4. The codes (1021) and (1201) represent the same structure; however, the first one forms a number 1021 which is smaller than 1201.
Ad. 2.1. The code (1101) is smaller than (1020) because, in the first one, the number of digits 1 is greater.
Ad. 2.2. The code (1110) is smaller than the code (1101) because the former has three, whereas the latter has two neighboring digits 1 in a series.
Ad. 2.3. The code (1012) is greater than (1021) because the number 1012 is smaller than the number 1021.
